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HYPERSURFACES IN Rd AND THE VARIANCE 
OF EXIT TIMES FOR BROWNIAN MOTION 
KIMBERLY K. J. KINATEDER AND PATRICK MCDONALD 
(Communicated by Stanley Sawyer) 
ABSTRACT. Using the first exit time for Brownian motion from a smoothly 
bounded domain in Euclidean space, we define two natural functionals on 
the space of embedded, compact, oriented, unparametrized hypersurfaces in 
Euclidean space. We develop explicit formulas for the first variation of each 
of the functionals and characterize the critical points. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this note we study two natural variational problems on the space of embedded, 
compact, oriented, unparametrized hypersurfaces in Rd which bound a connected 
open domain. We denote this space by SH(Rd). Given S E SH(Rd), let D = D(S) 
be the domain bounded by S and let IDI be the volume of D. Let -rs be the first exit 
time of Brownian motion from D(S); that is, TS = TS(w) = inf{t > 0: Wt(w) E S} 
where Wt is d-dimensional Brownian motion. 
We define a functional which is the average variance of Ts, where the average is 
taken over all the starting points of Brownian motion. That is, A: SH(Rd) - R 
is defined by 
A(S)= A J [Ex(d2) - EX(TS)2] dX, 
where Ex(rS) is the expected value of the random variable Ts, given that Brownian 
motion starts at x, and similarly for Ex (T2). 
For vo an arbitrary constant, define SHvo (Rd) by 
SHvo (Rd) = {S E SH(Rd): ID(S)I = vo}. 
We characterize the critical points of A in the following theorem. 
Theorem 1.1. Let A: SHvo (Rd) -, R be defined as above. Then A is a smooth 
functional and the critical points of A are surfaces bounding domains of volume vo 
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for which there is a solution of the boundary value problem 
(1.1) Au+2=O andAw+u=O onD(S), 
(1.2) u=O andw=O onS, 
(1.3) )au 8w k on S. 
where O/O9v is the normal derivative along S and k is a constant. Moreover, S is a 
critical point of A if and only if S is a sphere, and the functional is maximized at 
spheres. 
We prove Theorem 1.1 by obtaining an explicit formula for the first variation of 
the functional A (see Proposition 3.1). Our strategy is similar to the approach used 
in [KM] for the average expectation functional, B(S) = 1 fD Ex(-rs) dx. We use 
It6's formula to express A in terms of a solution of a Poisson problem on D(S). We 
then use Hadamard's classic approach of domain variation to obtain formulas for 
the variation of the functional A in terms of the Green's function for the domain 
D(S). Finally, we use symmetric rearrangement to prove that spheres define global 
maxima for the functional A. 
Let x0 E lRd and consider the subspaces SH(RTd, Xo) = {S E SH(Rd) : x0 E 
D(S)} and SHvo(Rdxo) = SH(Rd xo) n SH,0 (Rd). Define a functional V 
SH(Rd, xo) - i, the variance of the random variable rs, by 
(1.4) V(S) = EX0(T2) -EX(rS)2. 
Using techniques similar to those used to prove Theorem 1.1, it is straightforward 
to obtain a variational formula for V, from which it follows that spheres are crit- 
ical points for the functional V. The converse statement, however, depends upon 
commutation properties of several classical operators. 
Free boundary problems similar to (1.1)-(1.3) arise in a number of problems, in 
which one characterizes the extrema of a functional defined in terms of exit times 
for a Brownian particle ([KM], [FM]). Closely related free boundary problems were 
studied extensively by Serrin [S] and inspired a number of related semilinear results 
([GNN]). 
Special thanks to Steven Fromm for a careful reading of the manuscript. 
2. BASIC RESULTS AND DEFINITIONS 
Let (Q, B) be a measurable space and {PX}XERd a family of probability measures 
on (Qu, B). Let {Wt}tzo denote d-dimensional Brownian motion for which Px{Wo = 
x} = 1, for x E lRd. For each x E iRd, we will denote the expected value of a random 
variable Y under the probability measure Pa by Ex (Y). 
Let SH(RId) be as in the introduction, and note that SH(lRd) is a Frechet man- 
ifold. Given a point S e SH(Rd), we can identify the tangent space at S with 
the space of smooth vectorfields normal to S. The space of smooth vectorfields 
normal to S can be naturally identified with the space of smooth functions on S, 
and we obtain an identification: TsSH(lRd) - CO(S). By definition, it is clear 
that SH(IRd, x0) is an open set in SH(IRd). Moreover, it is a Frechet manifold with 
tangent space at S given by C??(S). 
Given S E SH(Rd) and f E C'(S), a normal variation of S in the direction of f 
is a one-parameter family {Se} C SH(Id), =e - {y E Rd : y = a +of (cr)V(u), a e 
S}, where v(u) is the outward-pointing unit normal vector to S at a and, for e 
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sufficiently small, the map F: S - Se defined by F(a) = y is a diffeomorphism. 
Normal variations allow us to introduce coordinates in a neighborhood of a point 
S E SH(IRd). The coordinates near S are given by the space C (S), and it is in 
these coordinates that all the computations are carried out. 
Given S E SH(Rd), the volume of D(S) defines a smooth functional ID! 
SH(QRd) - R. We say that a normal variation of S in direction f fixes volume if 
the variation of IDI in the direction of f (denoted (61DI)f) vanishes. A simple com- 
putation establishes that a normal variation in direction f fixes volume if and only 
if fS f da = 0. We will henceforth denote the space of smooth mean-zero functions 
on S by M(S) = {f E C (S) : A f do = 0}. Note that the space SHvO(TRd) is a 
Frechet manifold with tangent space TsSHvo (IRd) at S E SHvo (Rd) identified with 
M(S). The space SHv, (IRd, x0) is an open set in SHvo (JRd). It is also a Frechet 
manifold with tangent space at S identified with M(S). 
Given an element S E SH(lRd), there is a useful relationship between the solution 
of a certain Poisson problem on the domain D(S) and the expected value of the first 
exit time of Brownian motion from D(S) starting at x e D(S). Indeed, suppose u 
solves the problem 
(2.1L Au 
+ 2 = 0 on D(S), 
(1) u = O on S. 
Using It6's formula we have 
U(Ws) - U(Wo) = j Vu(WK) dWs + - j Au(W.) ds 
where the first random variable, JS Vu(W8) dW, is a stochastic integral taken 
with respect to Brownian motion. From this it follows that 
{T 
'rs = u(Wo) + X Vu(W8) dW8. 
t~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~t 
Let Xt = fJ Vu(W,) - dW5, and note that Xt is a mean-zero martingale. The above 
line can be rewritten as 'rs = u(x) + X,,. If we square both sides of this equality 
and take expectations, we obtain 
(2.2) ES(T) - [Ex(QrS)]2 = ES(X2 
The quantity on the right of (2.2) can also be related to the solution of a Poisson 
problem: 
Ex(X2) = Ex [(JT Vu(W5) * dW5)] 
= Ex [j Isu(Ws)12 ds] 
where u solves (2.1) and a satisfies 
(2.3) a- = 2IVUI2 on S. 
a = 0 on S. 
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In particular, we can express the functional A: SH(R d) R as A(S) = 
- D fD c(x) dx and the functional V: SH(R1d, Xo) R as V(S) =-a(xo) where 
ca solves (2.3). This establishes that the functionals A and V are smooth. 
3. FIRST VARIATION OF A AND V 
In order to compute the variation of A and characterize the critical points, we 
first establish an equivalent expression for A. 
Lemma 3.1. Let S E SH(IRd) and suppose that A is defined as above. Then 
A(S) = ID 2(x) dx, 
where u solves (2.1). 
Proof. Recall that A(S) =-I fD a(x) dx, where af solves (2.3). We can represent 
Of using the Green's function for the Laplacian on D(S) by 
a(x) = 2J IVU(Y)12G(x, y) dy 
(note that G(x,y) < 0). Hence, 
1 J d 1 J VU (y )12 ( IDc(x)dx =- IVuy2u(y)dy 
(3.1) =-1 fv2Vu)dy. 2 D ID 
By the Divergence Theorem and the fact that u= 0 on S, 
-)Vu)dy = u udy. 
Hence, using that A\u = -2 on D, 
IDI cx (x)dx =- D ID u2 (x)dx, 
which completes the proof. 
Proposition 3.1. Let S E SH,0((Rd) and suppose 6A: TsSHv0(1d) -R 1 de- 
notes the variation of A at S. Then 
(6A)f = jf da, 
where u solves (2.1) and w solves the problem 
2w + u = O on D(S), 
(3.2) w =O onS. 
Proof. Let f E C' (S) be a tangent vector and let Se be a normal variation in the 
direction of f. By Lemma 3.1 it suffices to compute 
(3.3) 
d I ue dx = eI [ d - u2d 
d 0 [ I 2 _ u2 dx 
J 
ud2 x J u2 dx 
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Since u, vanishes on SE and u vanishes on S, IDE\Due dx \ u2dx = o(E). 
Hence, 
de |>= 2d 
x 
de oJ (U2 
_ 2 ) dx 
dE ~ _d f 
d Ei D - u) (u. + u) dx 
_ d I 
d= E=d ]DJ (ED - U)L(wE + w) dx. d& e= e nD 
Since u, - u is harmonic on DE n D we can use Green's theorem to write 
d 2On 
- d I 
((UE U)&a(w+W) - (w + W) a(UE- U)) dz 
where n is the outward-pointing unit normal to &(DE n D). Since wE vanishes on Se 
and w vanishes on S, and, since &(lan ) =0(E) uniformly on O(DE n D), we have 
de loIDE U2 dx d 0 I(D ) (U-U) (w W) dz. 
We can partition &(DE n D) as &(DE n D) = S+ U S_ where 
S+ = {a e S: f (a) > O}, 
S_ = {a E S: f (a) < 0}, 
S_-{y = a + Ef (a)v(ac) SE : a E S_}. 
Using the boundary conditions, 
(3.4) 
J -u) (W + ) dz UE a(w + ) da - o a ( dz 
&(DEnD) an I+ av VE 




u(Y) (W W)(y)JE da 
where JE is the Jacobian of the map S 3 u -a y = a + Ef(cT)Lv(U) E sE. Expanding 
u(u+Ef (o)v(u)) about , u(y) = u(u)?+Ef (a) au (a)+o(E). Noting that Je = 1+0(E) 
and that = +0(E), where the 0(E) term is uniformly bounded on a(D nD), 
we substitute in the second term of (3.4) to obtain 
(3.5) u(y) a(WE (y)JE do = 2E f(u) -u. (or) -w (a) da + o(E). 
A similar computation for the first term in (3.4) gives 
(3.6) UE (wE + ) da = -2E f(o)a(ua) (a) du + o(E) 
Combining (3.4), (3.5) and (3.6), 
(3 7) (Ue - u) 
09(w, + W) dz =-2e f(a) O(a) t (a)du + o(e) 
J(D flD) On Is v Oi- 
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From (3.3), (3.7) and Lemma 3.1, the variation of A : SHO (iRd) R is therefore 
(6A)f 2 f duw 
where u solves (2.1) and w solves (3.2). 
Proof of Theorem 1.1. From Proposition 3.1 and the characterization of the tan- 
gent space of SH,0 (IRd) as the space of smooth mean-zero functions on S, we see 
that S is a critical point if and only if '9 <w is a constant. Clearly, if S is a sphere, 
then u and w are radial and 09cw is a constant. In particular, spheres are criti- 
cal points for the functional A. Conversely, if the overdetermined boundary value 
problem (1.1)-(1.3) admits a solution, it follows that the domain is a sphere [FM]. 
To prove that spheres bounding balls of volume vo define global maxima for 
the functional A, we use the notion of symmetric rearrangement. For the benefit 
of the reader we recall the definition and the basic facts we will need concerning 
rearrangements. Let f i d -i R+ and denote by X{f>,} (x) the characteristic 
function of the set {x: f(x) > -y}. Define the radius function associated to f, 
R: R+ -- I R+, by 
WdR(_) = XX{f >a}dAd 
where Wd is the volume of the unit ball in JRd and Ad denotes d-dimensional Lebesgue 
measure. Define the symmetric rearrangement of f, denoted f *, by 
* (X) = i X[oR(,)] OXNO 
a>0 
In order to prove Theorem 1.1, we shall use the fact that, for S e SHvO (JRd), 
A(S) = 2~ f wdx, where w solves (3.2). This follows by Lemma 3.1 and Green's 
Theorem, since 
I 2dx uAwdx = 2 wdx. 
In addition, we will use the following theorem [B]: 
Theorem 3.1 ([B]). Let D be a smoothly bounded domain in Rd with boundary of 
D denoted by S, and let v be the solution of 
Av+f =0 onD, 
v = O on S, 
where f is a nonnegative Holder continuous function on D. Let f * be the symmetric 
rearrangement of f, defined on the sphere S* e SHo (R d), and let v be the solution 
of the symmetrized problem 
Azb + f* = 0 on D*, 
v = 0 on S*, 
where D* = D(S*). If v* denotes the symmetrization of v, then v > v*. 
We will also need the following lemma, which follows from the maximum prin- 
ciple. 
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Lemma 3.2. Let D be a smoothly bounded domain in i d and suppose fi and f2 
are nonnegative Holder continuous functions on D satisfying fi > f2. Suppose v1 
and V2 satisfy 
Avi + f2 = 0 on D, 
vi= 0 on S. 
Then v1 > V2 on D. 
Let w solve (3.2) for S E SHvo (R d), and let zv be the solution of the symmetrized 
problem 
AwCv+u* = 0 on D*, 
W = 0 on S*. 
Recall that S* is a sphere. From Theorem 3.1, we have ?ib > w*I and hence 
(3.9) D ID v >DID DI WID 
IDIJDTj I FD I D I D IA 
where we have used that rearrangement preserves LP norms. Let W be the solution 
of 
AW + U = 0 on D*, 
W = 0 on S% 
where U satisfies (2.1) on D*. Recall that u solves (2.1) on D, and let ii be the cor- 
responding solution to the symmetrized problem as in Theorem 3.1. Now constant 
functions are invariant under symmetrization, and so fi satisfies (2.1) and U = fL 
on D*. 
Thus, by Theorem 3.1, it(x) > u*(x) for all x E D* and so U > u*. Using Lemma 
3.2, we have W > iiv. Integrating over D* and using (3.9), we obtain 
A(S*) =ID*IID - ID*I D - IDI ID 
Since S was arbitrary, this concludes the proof of Theorem 1.1. 
Next, we examine the variation of the functional V as defined in (1.4). 
Proposition 3.2. Let S e SHvo(R d) and suppose 6V: TsSHvo (Rd) R1 de- 
notes the variation of V at S. Then 
(3.10) 
(6V)(f) = 21 f (a) u(XG) x (a) (X0 C) 
O~w OG au &H1 
- 2-Av(a) (xo) a) + 2(a) ()] d 
where 8 is the outward-pointing normal derivative, G is the Green's function for 
the Laplacian on D = D(S), w solves (3.2), u solves (2.1) and H solves 
AH = G(xo, y) on D, 
(3.11) H = O on S. 
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Proof. Let f E C' (S) be a tangent vector and let SE be a normal variation in 
the direction of f. To ease notation, assume that f < 0. The case of general f is 
handled as in the proof of Proposition 3.1. Recall that V(S) = -a(x0) where ar 
is the solution of (2.1). Using the identity 21Vu12 = 4u + zu2, we obtain V(S) = 
4w(xo) - u2(x0), where u solves (2.1) and w solves (3.2). In [KM], we compute 
the variation of the functional E(S) = u(xo) and we characterize the critical points 
as spheres, where the functional attains a maximum. Indeed, we show that the 
variation of the functional S(S) = u(x0) is given by 
(3.12) (69)(f) =-] f(a) -(a) ,) (xo,a) da. 
Moreover, recall that we can express w(xo) using the Green's function for the 
Laplacian on D by 
W(XO)= I (y)G(xDy)dy 
Then, letting DE denote D(SE) and GE denote the Green's function for the Laplacian 
on DE, we have 
d 
e - owe(X0) 
&E=O 
d Ud (() GE (yxoy) - u(y) G(xo, y)dy - u(y) G(xo, y)dy1 ckE=O [DJD\DE 
_d 
de le~o [JD (yU() -U (Y)) Ge (xo) -Y. U(Y) (G(xo, y) - GE (xo y)) dyj 
_-I [ID\Du(y)G(xo, y)dy 
de e=O \DE 
Since u(y) and G(xo,y ) both vanish for y E S, fD\DE u(y)G(xo, y)dy = o(E) and 
d d e(X0) = + [ID. (Ue(y) -u(Y)) GE(xo, y)dy] E=0 ~ E 
(3.13) + de=O [D -U(y) (G(xo, y) - GE (xo vy)) dy] 
We first investigate the second term of (3.13). Observe that G(xo, y) - GE (xo, y) is 
harmonic on DE. Using Green's Theorem we have 
ID U(y) (G(xo, y) - GE (xo, y)) dy = L 0(G(xo, v -Ge (xo 0z)) dz 
f Ow~~~~v 
- (G(xo, z) - GE (xo, z)) i0u dz, 
where dz is surface measure on se. Since w vanishes on S and a(G(xo,z)-G,(xoz)) is 
0(E) uniformly on Se, we have 
U(y) (G(xo, y) - GE(xo, y)) dy (G(xo, z) - GE(xo, z)) a dz + o(E). 
f av,~~~~IE 1 
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Expanding near e = 0, G(xo, z) = G(xo, a) ?6f(J) &G(xo~a) ?0(6) Since GE(xo, z) = 
0 for z E SE, we have 
u(y) (G(x, y) - GE(Xy)) dy =-6 f (a) iI ( 
a) du +o(e), 
where we have used that the Jacobian of the transformation S 3 a - z = a + 
ef (cT)v(c) E Se is 1 + 0(6). In particular, 
(3.14) + __ [ID. u(y) (G(xo, y) - GE(x0 y))dy] =_ j ( &)W du. 
In a similar fashion, we investigate the first term of (3.13). Let HE be the solution 
of 
AHE = GE(x0oY) on DE, 
HE = 0 on se. 
Then, using that UE- u is harmonic on De, 
+ E (UE(y) - u(y)) GE(XO, y)dy de E=O DE 
| d f(Ueu) e_ He (uE-u)dz de E=O seVE E 9 VE 
- ~EOLISE u dz de E=o [Jse 9~&VE 
Expanding about e = 0, u(z) = u()f)+?f () au+o(e). Noting that ale= ?0H+o(E) 
and that the Jacobian of the map S E Se is 1 + 0(E) we obtain 
(3.15) d 
f 
(UE(y) - u(y)) GE(xOy)dy - f(a-)J 
au 
&Hdu (3.15) d6 E0 De &i' v 
Combining (3.11), (3.12), (3.13), (3.14), and (3.15), we obtain (3.10). 
Proposition 3.2 can be used to classify the critical points of the functional V. In 
particular, note that if S is a sphere, w , G and aH are all constant o<)v and- are 
and hence 6V M (S) -*I R is zero. We record this as a corollary. 
Corollary 3.2. Spheres are critical points for the functional V. 
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